
Westfall_Notes_Newton_Bio 
 
Ch. 1: A Sober, Silent, Thinking Lad 
pp. 1-18 
 
Newton’s mother was an Ayscough, a family with a tradition of education in it.   
Newton’s Father, Isaac (senior) died in 1642, the year Newton was born. 
His mother married an old reverend Barnabas Smith when N was 3 and N was shipped over to 

his grandparents (Ayscoughs).  The Asycough grandparents assumed that they would educate 
young Isaac at least a little bit.   

N was pretty well off in dynastic terms… lots of land and animals and the like… good regular 
income from wool and other farming activities.  Got even more land from Smith who died in 
1653.  Upon his death, his mother came to Woolsthorpe to live.  Isaac would have been ca. 
11 at this point. 

So, FAPP, Isaac was raised by the Ayscoughs in Woolsthorpe.   

 
 
 
In 1654/5 Isaac was sent off to school in Grantham at age 12. 

 
Kings School in Grantham 

 
Assumed that he studied tons of Latin, some Greek and prolly little if any math. 
There is no evidence that he studies any math or nat phil in grammar school. 
also studied Bible in “classical tongues” 
Seems that N was not well liked in grammar school 
descent craftsman with tools 
Only “romantic connection” to a woman from grammar school.  A Miss Storer (married name 

was Mrs. Vincent)   



[see Manuel’s Portrait of Isaac Newton and other things on the sexuality of Newton.] 
He hung with girls mostly. 
Built a model of a windmill… loved to work with wood and had lots of tools. 
paper lantern attached to kite tail… light flew aloft… 
He had a book by John Bate called The Mysteries of Nature and Art… a recipe book of all sorts 

of fun things… many of which clearly inspired the gadgets that Newton made as a youth. 
 

 
Notice the kite in the upper left corner. 

Other images look like Hero of Alexandria stuff… 
 



Here is a link to an exhibit that highlights this book: 
http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/exhibns/month/nov2003.html 

 
Westafall tells the various after-the-fact stories of N’s ingenuity.  [It all seems a bit forced to me.  

I did these sorts of things, and was not the most popular boy, but I aint’ no Newton… just a 
Newsome.] 

 
Apparently drew a portrait of Donne on the walls of Clark’s house where he lived during 

grammar school.  Clark was an apothecary.   
 
At age 17 in 1659 N returned to Woolsthorpe to run the estate… which he did horribly.  He was 

too busy making stuff for his own amusement.   
 
Rev. William Ayscough and Mr. Stokes (the schoolmaster) encouraged the mother to get N more 

education.  He was noticed to be a prodegy.   
 
Stokes even put N up in his own home in order to get N up to college-level speed. 
 
Summary: Newton was a pain in the ass, and few liked him much.  He was perhaps a bit nasty 

too.  He was clearly smart and this led to his further education.  
 

pp. 19-109 
 
I didn’t do much until p. 98. 
 
p. 98 
 
Seems like Leibniz had received infinite series materials from Oldenburg/Collins ca. 1675 but 

not any of N’s actual fluxion ideas… even though it is based in part on the series ideas. 
p. 99 
May of 1676 L contacted Oldenburg wanting some demos of infinite series stuff of N.  O urged 

N to contact L. N only contacted L via O.   
Two letters in later half of 1676 from N to L via O.  Newton referred to them as Epistola prior 

and Epistola posterior when he referred to them later.   
 -The first letter filled out infinite series and used binomial thm. as primary example. 
 L was super impressed and respoded with some series hotdogging of his own. 
Before the second letter… L visited London, and Collins specifically, who showed him his cache 

of Newton letters and papers.  L only seems to have taken notes on infinite series stuff and 
did not take any notes on fluxional materials.  After L left, Collins realized his faux pas.  
Collins didn’t admit to N what he had done and L didn’t let on either in latter 
correspondence.   

 -N’s second letter, Epistola posterior. [copied by RS and sent on to L who didn’t get it until 
June 1677] N went into even more detail on infinite series and gave details on its history and 
his toying around with publishing it.  No details on fluxions though… but he puts major 
issues concerning fluxional calc. in anagram form.  N knew he had the goods and was 
protecting them.   



L’s response to Epistola posterior, was full of praise and L explained his diffy theory. 
p. 101 
Meanwhile Oldenburg died and correspondence lapsed. 
 
Epistola posterior clearly demonstrates N’s paranoid about priority of his fluxion [and fluens] 

theory.  Westfall thinks his primary priority paranoid had to do with his color issues and that 
whatever paranoia he had about the calc. was just overflow from color issues.  N continued to 
resist any publication of his calc. theories throughout the 1670s.   

 
p. 102 
Westfall seems to suggest that if N had freely communicated with L, N would have been able to 

claim priority without much hassle.  But all the concealments and anagrams made his later 
claim to priority much more complicated. 

 
Back to light and color 
 
Francis Hall a.k.a. Linus. [is this the same fellow with the finiculae theory of the air pressure?] 
 
p. 103 
N assigns causation of refraction and reflection to “univeral aether.”  Less aether in pores of 

bodies than in free space. 
p. 104 
“Hypothesis of Light” – N started this as a reply to Hooke in 1672… revised in 1675.. sent to 

Linus.  [Westfall is hard to follow] 
Lower pressure in bodies (of the aether) causes light corpuscules to change direction  - aether 

pressure influences light particles.  A vibration of the aether caused thin film phenom.   
“Hyopthesis” also used aether to explain cohesion and surface tension.  A constant stream of 
aether falling … condensing on bodies such as earth… this rain of aether also explained 
gravity… [almost universal gravity… but just short of a big statement.. but heavily implied] 

 
“Hypothesis” and another letter read at RS [I think] late 1675.  Caused quite the stir.  RS wanted 

N to publish them.. N refused. Hooke annoyed that it was a response to Micrographia issues, 
and simply expanded on stuff that Hooke had sketched out already.   

p. 105 
N claimed that H’s theory of light was just an expansion on Descartes’ theory of light. 
Hooke had originated the thin film observations.. but N had a good explanation for them and 

how to use them to get measurements. 
Hooke felt (perhaps rightly) that Oldenburg was egging on a dispute between N and H.  Hooke 

actually wrote a nice letter directly to N proposing cutting out the middlemen.  Newton wrote 
a nice, though rather formal, letter back, praising Hooke’s optical insights and ideas.  The 
quote: “If I have seen further it is by standing on ye shoulders of Giants” might come from 
this letter, but it is hard to tell since Westfall is so hard to follow at times.   

p. 107 
1677- Newton actually planned to publish Opticks with all the major correspondences, but a fire 

in his chambers set him back and he didn’t follow up on this plan. 
p. 108 



1st mention of Fatio de Duillier. 
N’s breakdown is sort of discussed…  
It seems that in the late 1670s N got progressively more unhinged.  The tone of his letters 

became really angry and paranoid.  Newton wanted to totally smother and annihilate his 
critics.   

Ca. 1678 or so, N effectively quits writing anybody about nat. phil. matters.  He found such 
correspondences to only agrivate disputes and controversy.   

 
 
Chapter 6: Rebellion 
 
pp. 110- 
Description of alchemical activity.  Probably he started his intense interest ca. 1669 or 1670.  N 

corresponded with Boyle until Boyle’s death in 1691.  N purchased all the equipment and set 
up a laboratory. 

N had a good collection of texts, several of which he copied by hand from borrowed MS.   
N had read and notated a copy of “The Chymical Wedding” the Rosacrucian text.   
p. 115 
Westfall claims that mercury was the first material and was not common quick silver.   
p. 116 
No suggestion that N was interested in making gold.  His interest was in Truth.   
p. 118 
Westfall thinks alchemy was attractive to N because it didn’t yield to his investigation… it 

remained a tempting mystery.   
p. 119 
N’s correspondence with Boyle on alchemical matters was the only sustained correspondence he 

carried on in this period… and it was without an intermediary too.  
 
p. 119 N’s Theological Interests  
p. 120 
Seems that he was simultaneously interested in alchemy and theology. 
He shows an interest in non-standard biblical texts. 
p. 121 
Takes notes on Father-Son relationship.  He specifically notes next to quote from Hebrews I.8-9 

that God is the God of the Son.  [Meaning, I venture to guess, that they are separate and not 
simultaneous for all time.] 

p. 122 
He studied the early chruch fathers: Athanasius, Jerome, Augustine, … and Arius.  Also he 

studies Ireneus, Tertullian, Eusebius, Clement, Origen, … etc.   
His paramount interest seems to have been the nature of God and the nature of the Son and the 

relationship between the two.   
N. believed that a fraud in the 4th c. perverted the church.  He thought that the scriptured had 

been corrupted to fit with orthodox trinitarianism.   
p. 123 
N. thinks that scripture was altered.  He finds passages that differ from translation to translation 

and from time to time.  He notices that the opponents of Arius [notably Athanasius] didn’t 



cite what should have been obvious Biblical passages, suggesting that at the time they didn’t 
support the trinitarian position, but only later did they pick up a word or two to nudge them 
into orthodox trinitarian theology. 

N. saw how Eusebius of Nicomedia had inserted the word homoousios into the debate… 
homoousios meaning cosubstantial… even though the word is not used in the scriptures.   

[Eusebius was perhaps the first to collate the bible in a form that we now use… more or less.  At 
the time (the 4th c. AD, there were many, many biblical texts floating around.  The Nag 
Hamadi stuff along with all sorts of other books…  All were considered sacred, but not all 
was considered Biblical.] 

p. 124 
N saw a large conspiracy to back load scripture and texts with trinitarian evidence.  Newton saw 

the worship of Christ as a God as idolatry and a fundamental sin and the the RC church was 
idolatrous.  The whole perverted hierarchical structure and the monastic tradition all 
stemmed from this perversion.  [It was sort of the revenge of the pagans… they made 
Christianity in their image, and changed the names so that they could continue with their 
sinful ways…] Athanasius wrote the hagiography of St. Anthony the Great, the father of 
monasticism.   

N didn’t think that Protestantism had dealt with this  horror.   
N had become an Arian [Westfall states] well before 1675… meaning “Christ as a divine 

mediator between God and humankind, who was subordinate to the Father Who created 
him.” 

Newton concealed his conspiracy theory from all, everybody.  Only in the 20th and 21st centuries 
have historians started to read his notes and get this new picture of Newton the Biblical 
Scholar. 

p. 125 
Newton believed the Bible was a prophesy of human history rather than a revelation of divine 

truths that gave the key to eternal life.   [Euhemerism] 
N regarded Revelation above all others in the Bible. 
He discusses the antichrist and how so many religions on the earth, only one can be true…  
N realized that the great enemy wasn’t the RC church, it was trinitarianism. 
p. 126 
N much more sophisticated than your typical prophesy reader.  He never tried to interpret his 

current events or English history vis a vis prophesy.   
His musings on the date of the second coming never came in or around his time… he wasn’t so 

egocentric. 
p. 127 
Newton rages against the “Blasphemers and Spiritual fornicators…”  worshipping all the false 

gods in their “sepulchres.”  Trinitarianism had been grafted onto the other sins and they 
coexisted in their debauchery. 

p. 128 
N seemed to include a select few as being on the path of truth, he, of course, was among them. 
He harbored chiliastic/millenarianistic beliefs.  He forsaw the coming apocolypse sometime 

around 1900 or so.   
[Ironic that he was on the faculty at Trinity College of Cambridge.] 



In 1675 his beliefs made his ordination into the Anglican church, a requirement for his position 
at Cambridge, problematic.   He was somehow able to get a royal dispensation granted so 
that all Lucasian profs didn’t have to become clergy.  Problem solved. 

 
[William Whiston, the Lucasian prof. after Newton, was also an Arian, but he published his 

views and was kicked out of Cambridge… but Newton allowed him to lecture to the RS from 
time to time even though he wasn’t allowed to join due to his heterodox beleifs.] 

 
Chapter 7: Years of Silence 
p. 133 
1679 N’s mother died.  Cambridge U. was in financial straights.   
Wickens, N’s live-in assistant moved on, and Humphrey Newton moved in. 
p. 137 
N gets more and more angry with Athanasius.  Athanasius was the author of “the whole 

fornication” – that is, of trinitarianism, “the cult of three equal Gods” – but also that 
Athanasius was even capable of murder in the name of his deception.   

Cambridge Platonist Henry More  and N were of a mind concerning Revelations, in general… 
they differed on details.  Newton was clearly quite close to him at least theologically. 

p. 138 
 

Theologiae gentilis origines philosophicae – The Philosophical Origins of Gentile Philosophy 
 
N. wrote “Theologiae gentilis origines philosophicae.”  Even more radical than his Arian stuff.  

He argued that all gods from ancient cultures were the same… they were Noah, his sons, and 
his grandchildren.. each culture just had different names for them.  But they all shared 
common characteristics.  

12 = 7 planets + 4 elements + quintessence [7 planets? M, V, E, M, J, S, and ?... moon?] 
His theory was that people tend to worship the planets and ascribe theological meaning to 

them… N called it “astronomical theology.”  Newton felt that the original theology was 
corrupted.  He seems to have believed in some sort of UR religion.  He proposes a primitive 
worship in which the temple was a reflection of the universe… hence a fire in the center and 
7 lamps burning around it.   

 
This first religion was at it purest initially, then it was corrupted… only with revelation and the 

study of nature can the Deity be known. 
p. 139 
The Egyptians corrupted this true religion…. the geocentric cosmos is evidence of this… no 

wonder Ptolemy was Egyptian.   
This work [“Theologiae gentilis origines philosophicae.”] even treated the Moses story with 

suspician and even more, there was little emphasis on Jesus. Jesus became a prophet, like 
Moses.  [This sure is more and more like Islam?] 

Newton treats Christianity as any other corrupt religion that fell in to idolatry, a natural human 
weakness.  Christianity is no better or worse than any other religion.   

Needless to say, this work was closely guarded and has only recently been studied. 
 

Also during the late 70s and 80s he was actively experimenting alchemically.   



p. 144 
N. and Boyle communicate… N. writes a thing on heat and motion and attraction and repulsion.  

He describes “sociability” meaning something along the lines of the need for intermediary 
substances for some reactions to take place… it suggested that there might be more than a 
simply mechanical natural philosophy to explain chemical stuff. 

p. 145 
N speculates that in general, bodies seek to avoid one another.  Air pressure, capilary action, 

surface tension... given as examples. 
p. 146 
He seems to be getting as force across emptyness or aetherialness. 
Then he proposed some sort of atomic idea with a hard impenetrable center and a fluid outer 

layer.  Westfall sees an alchemical analogy.   
N seems to propose that the aether is formed by the fragmentation of larger particles… [quite 

Cartesian] 
N [still in this letter to Boyle] gives evidence for an aether.  He says that a pendulum in a 

vacuum stops almost as soon as one in the open air.  But N didn’t follow up this idea with 
any more arguments or evidence. 

p. 147 
N constructed an 11’ pendulum.  He minimized as best as he could the resistance at the 

connecting pivot point.  The bob was an empty wooden box.  He then carefully recorded how 
high it swang on its 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc swings.  Then he put metal in the box and carefully 
measured all masses associated with the new set up.  He figured the box was now 78 times 
heavier.  The box took 77 swings to get to the 1st swing of the empty box and another 77 to 
get to the 2nd.. etc.   

Westfall is horribly hard to follow… [I should look at Reft for the details] but the gist is that N 
felt that this disproved the aether.  The mechanical philosophy was getting weirder and 
weirder.   

 
p. 148 
In 1679 Hooke writes to N asking him to resume correspondence.. particularly N’s opinion on 

Hooke’s theory of planetary motions, which was only qualitative, but right on target: 
tangental away plus attractive radial attraction towards body.  Hooke had published his idea 
in 1674 (republished in 1679).  Up to this point, Newton had not formulated (in writing) this 
idea. He appeared to consider orbital motion as a balance between centripital and centrifugal 
forces, not tangental and centripital.  Hooke’s treatment was quite insightful.   

N responded that he was too busy with other things.. but he added an experiment that he thought 
of to test diurnal terrestrial motion.  The tower experiment.  Drop a rock… the rock would 
actually have higher tangental v being higher up and should hit to the east of the tower.  
(Aristotelian theory would have the rock fall to the west of the tower.).  He claimed that 
theoretically the rock would fall in a spiral if allowed to continue its trajectory without that 
annoying thing call solid earth.   

Hooke saw that N made a mistake… confusing freefall with orbital motion… or so he thought… 
Newton had made a mistake, but Hooke claiming that the answer was ellipses was not the 

answer… the answer turned out to be conic sections in general.  Kepler’s 1st law only treated 
stable orbits, but N was beginning to realize that any 1/r2 force would cause conic sectional 



trajectories, circles, ellipsis, hyperbolas, and parabolas.  But he didn’t follow through on 
these thoughts. 

 
 

 
 
p. 152 
But Newton didn’t want to much pursue this sort of natural philosophy.  Hooke got the 

gravitational theory ball rolling around in N’s head.  The connection between some sort of 
attractive force and conic sectional trajectories and 1/r2 forces…. This also forced N to 
simply posit a gravitational force with no mechanical explanation.  These forces at a distance 
pervaded his thought throughout the 1680s, in his mechanics and his alchemy. 

p. 154 
Westfall thinks N’s alchemical ideas of action at a distance and aetherial experiments served his 

planetary, dynamic/kinematic theories which utilized action at a distance, even though he 
hesitated to commit it to published materials to strongly.  His chemical speculations didn’t 
yield much fruit, but the physics stuff did. 

 
p. 155 
Two comets of 1680-81, Flamsteed, the Royal Astronomer of the time realized that they were 

actually one and the same comet that just pivoted around the sun.  The “first” comet was lost 
in the sun, only to reappear when it got far enough away from the sun. 

Newton didn’t buy Flamsteed’s theory of one comet.  Flamsteed’s theory had the comet pivoting 
in front of the sun, not going around it. 

Std. theory of comets held that they were not affected by standard planetary physics.  Newton 
bought into this as well.  

Newton further studied Halley’s comet which came in 1682… he realized that some comets 
return and are elliptical orbits, and that others are one shot jobs that visit on a hyperbolic 
path.   

p. 157  



A math book by Gregory, which gives Newton ample credit for his infinite series, prick his ire in 
relation to setting the record straight in relation to Leibniz.   

p. 158 
By 1684 the Newton-Leibniz trajectories were set up to collide. 
 
 
 



 



 
Nec variat lux fracta colorem –  

Light doesn’t change when broken into color 



Newton drew this for a French ed. of Opticks.  It says, “Light
 doesn’t vary color when refracted.”  
Nec variat lux fracta colorem.  More literally: Light doesn’t change
 when broken into color.  I colorized it to for clarity. Some of the
 light from the hole in the window-covering on the left (focused by
 that big lens) is intercepted by the prism, and some of it continues
 on to hit the lower part of the screen. The prism emits a rainbow. 
 The red-part of the rainbow then passes through a hole in the
 screen and into another prism where it is not broken up anymore,
 proving that… 
Nec variat lux fracta colorem – Light doesn’t change when broken
 into color 



 

Newton suggests that the rainbow is divided into 7 colors  just as the
 string of a monochord is divided into 7 intervals, the seven intervals of
 our major scale: Do, re, mi, fa… etc.  
Newton even gives the Pythagorean-style intervals: 8/9, 3/4, 2/3, 1/2…. 

Below I have added to his diagram the profile of a monochord/guitar
 with the Pythagorean intervals shown below. 

Be aware that rainbows are not clearly deliniated like I have shown above, they are
 actually rather amorphous. 



This shows the projected path of an Aristotelian rock being dropped
 from a tower to a stationary earth, as Aristotle would have liked it. 

This is described ca. p. 150 in Westfall’s Biography.  Hooke-Newton
 correspondence of 1679. 



The X marks the assumed point of impact on a stationary earth. 



Now we set the earth in motion.   









The red X indicates where the rock would have hit if the earth had
 not moved, but because the earth moved, the rock, which only seeks
 the center regardless of what the earth is up to, will not hit the
 original red X. 



According to the straw-man Aristotle that people love to use, once the
 rock is released it will seek the center of the earth and it will hit a bit to
 the west, because the earth rotated a little bit while the rock was falling.  



However, Newton has a different idea combining the concepts of
 inertia and tangental velocity to an external attractive force of
 some sort (gravity).  The rock is acted upon, it is not acting per se
 (in and of itself).   



Keep in mind, that because the rock is initially dropped from a high altitude, it will
 have a greater velocity than if it had been dropped from a lower altitude.  Recall that
 tangental velocity is, v=wr, where w is the angular velocity measured in radians. The
 higher the radius, r, the higher the linear (tangental) velocity.  So the linear velocity of
 the surface of the earth is slower than that of the rock at the tower. 





Newton’s rock will hit the earth a bit to the East of where it was released. 

The red X is where Aristotle’s and Newton’s rocks will hit a stationary earth. 
The green X is where Newton’s rock will hit the moving earth. 
The blue X is where Aristotle’s rock will hit a moving earth. 



Newton then took
 this idea to what he
 thought was its
 logical conclusion
 and he drew a
 diagram showing
 how the rock would
 fall if the earth
 offered no resistance
 and the rock was
 only responding to
 it’s initial tangental
 velocity and the
 attractive force of
 gravity (whatever
 that is).  Oops!  He
 somehow didn’t
 realize that by   

removing the resistance of the earth he was effectively making the problem an orbital
 problem, not a freefall problem.  Hooke seized on this and pointed out that Newton
 totally forgot about Kepler’s 1st law: Ellipses!  Hooke was absolutely thrilled to see
 Newton so careless.  Newton was profoundly embarrassed.   



But Hooke wasn’t correct either.  Newton corrected himself with this idea.  A
 hyperbola, one of the classes of conic sections of which ellipses are another class. 







Isaac Newton  
1642-1727 





If we peel his  
face off  
alla Jack the Ripper…. 



above: Photoshopped face from
 the painting shown in last slide. 

We can compare it to his
 actual death mask, a cast
 of which was owned by
 Thomas Jefferson. 



1644 Descartes' Principia philosophiae 

1687 Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis
 Principia Mathematica 

Principles of philosophy 

or 

Mathematical principles of
 natural philosophy 

Which sounds more hard core? 





Descartes was perceived as an enemy by many people, especially in
 England, in large part because his mechanistic theories seemed to imply
 atheisem.  Yet he had ardent supporters especially on the Continent.  His

 physical theories were readily grasped and made a lot of sense in the
 context.  He also didn’t write using tons of math and cryptic geometries. 



Principia: Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion 

1.  Inertial Law: an object at rest tends to stay at rest and that an object
 in uniform motion tends to stay in uniform motion unless acted
 upon by a net external force. This implies dv/dt=0, which allows
 one to start to define time.  This was previously explored by both
 Descartes and Galileo, but Newton clearly gives credit to Galileo
 and completely ignores Descartes’ contribution. 

2. The force law: Anachronistically, F=ma (vectorally) – states that an
 applied force, F, on an object equals the time rate of change of its
 momentum, p.  F as we call it was actually vis in Latin, like
 pounding force.  dp/dt is closer to how Newton puts it, although he
 certainly doesn’t use the Leibnitzian notation. Huygens had used
 limited versions of this law before Newton generalized it and
 Descartes was very active in studies of momentum, p, but again,
 Newton was lothe to ever give any credit to Descartes. 



3. Newton's Third Law states that for
 every action there is an equal and
 opposite reaction. This is all Newton. 

Principia also is the book which lays
 out his theory of gravitation. 
 Previously Hooke had proposed a 1/r
 dependent force for gravity, like a
 spring force. [Recall that Hooke’s Law
 of Springs is F=-kx, for a 1-D system
 along x.]  He imagined the moon was
 attached to the earth by some sort of
 spring force.  Newton came up with his
 1/r2 law.  Newton also dispels with the
 idea of Cartesian vortices by showing
 that they are incompatible with
 Kepler’s laws. 



What I find striking about the gravitational law
 is that instead of Kepler’s Platonic solids, it’s

 the cone that is the answer.  Elliptical orbits and
 parabolic trajectories and hyperbolic course

 corrections.  We don’t see this because we do
 all of this in algebraic terms, not geometric. 



But you have to admit that Kepler doesn’t look quite so strange
 when you see that it is derived from the geometries of the

 cone, the properties of which were well understood by
 Apollonius of Perga ca. 200 BC.



F=G[mM/r2] 



Principia was probably written and published as a response to Hooke’s
 challenge: How to describe an elliptical orbit using a force equation. 
 What sort of force will cause an ellipse.  Newton gave Hooke no credit
 in Principia.  [Typical Newton.] 

Principia was not written using algebraic notation, it was instead written
 in geometry which is wholly unsuitable to many of the arguments.  Few
 people in his day or ours can wade through the lengthy and often obtuse
 geometrical arguments.  But, as I like to point out, the geometrical
 method puts some flesh on the mathematical bones. 

Principia was received by Cartesians at best as an impressive
 mathematical exercise, but it didn’t seem to them to be physics.  It
 seemed to them that Newton was like the guy who can do crossword
 puzzles really well but cannot write a good poem or story.   

John Locke thought he liked it, but couldn’t do most of the math.  But he
 liked its implications. 



The reasons for his using geometry are the subject of much debate.  Most
 tend to think that he wanted his mathematical ideas to be accessible only
 to those who could really do the math, to keep the book out of reach
 from uneducated and opinionated fools.  Or perhaps Newton just
 thought in geometry.  Or perhaps Newton was not that good at using
 algebraic methods?  His form of calculus was not very easy to use and
 has been totally supplanted by Leibniz’s form.   

Principia was so difficult that they didn’t even teach it in the 1690s and
 early 1700s in English universities.  They taught Descartes with bits of
 Newton thrown in.   



Regionally:  
-The English loved him. 

-The Dutch tended to like Newton. 

-The French didn’t like him at first.  He attacked both
 Descartes and Leibniz.  But by the mid- 18th c. Voltaire
 was Newton’s champion in France and he promoted his
 theories with a passion.  (Lady Chatelet was the brain
 behind this promotion.)  Major change in Newton’s
 popularity. 

-The Italians liked him since he gave so much credit to
 Galileo but sometimes presented him as an Aristotelian. 





Pretty clever and yet juvenile if you ask me. 



Galileo’s longitude idea.  Newton liked this too. 
Use the moons of Jupiter as a clock that all could see, assuming it was
 night time, not cloudy, and you had a good enough telescope, and a
 good enough tripod to make it stop shaking about. 

The 4 moons that Galileo knew about (there are actually 63 Jovian
 satellites) are as follows:  

Io:  3,643km in diameter;  T= 1.769 days;  SemiMaj.Axis= 422k km 
Europa:  3,122km in diameter  T= 3.551 days; SMA= 671k km 
Ganymede:  5,262km in diameter  T= 7.154 days; SMA= 1070k km 
Callisto:  4,821km in diameter  T= 16.69 days; SMA= 1883k km 

The trick would be to be able to identify what moon is what and then
 measure it on some sort of linear scale to determine the time.  



Jupiter’s moon, Io (or any of the other moons), could be used as a giant
 clock visible from all places on the planet (in theory).  All you had to do

 was find it with your telescope and do some simple math.  Finding it
 from a ship was pretty difficult.  Of course, accuracy would be measured

 in how well you could locate it in relation to Jupiter and the other
 moons.  This proved to be techhnically impossible to any reasonable
 degree of accuracy.  [This description is simplified a bit for clarity.] 




